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Abstract
An inclusive search for a new-physics signature of lepton-jet resonances has been performed by the
ATLAS experiment. Scalar leptoquarks, pair-produced in pp collisions at s =13 TeV at the large
hadron collider, have been considered. An integrated luminosity of 3.2 f b−1, corresponding to the full
2015 dataset was used. First (second) generation leptoquarks were sought in events with two electrons
(muons) and two ormore jets. The observed event yield in each channel is consistent with Standard
Model background expectations. The observed (expected) lower limits on the leptoquarkmass at 95%
conﬁdence level are 1100 and 1050 GeV (1160 and 1040 GeV) for ﬁrst and second generation
leptoquarks, respectively, assuming a branching ratio into a charged lepton and a quark of 100%.
Upper limits on the aforementioned branching ratio are also given as a function of leptoquarkmass.
Comparedwith the results of earlier ATLAS searches, the sensitivity is increased for leptoquarkmasses
above 860 GeV, and the observed exclusion limits conﬁrm and extend the published results.
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1. Introduction
The large hadron collider (LHC)Run 2 has provided the possibility to study pp collisions at 13 TeV centre-of-
mass energy for theﬁrst time, and has thus opened a new discoverywindow for physics beyond the standard
model (SM). The presented analysis is an inclusive search for newphysics phenomena resulting inﬁnal state
signatures of lepton-jet resonances in the ﬁrst 3.2 f b−1 of 13 TeV data collected by theATLAS detector. Such
phenomenamay not have been kinematically accessible at the lower Run 1 centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. As a
benchmark signalmodel, scalar leptoquarks decaying to jets and leptonswere used.
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Leptoquarks (LQs) feature in a number of theories [1–7]which extend the SM, such as grand uniﬁed theories
andmodels with quark and lepton substructure. LQs possess non-zero baryon and lepton numbers and their
existencewould provide a connection between quarks and leptons. This could help explain the observed
similarity of the quark and lepton sectors in the SM. LQs carry a colour-triplet charge and a fractional electric
charge [8]. They can be scalar or vector bosons and they decay directly to lepton–quark pairs. The analysis
presented in this paper focuses on the pair production of scalar leptoquarks.
A single Yukawa coupling ( ℓl ) governs the interaction strength between a scalar LQ and a given quark (q)
and lepton (ℓ) pair. A Feynman diagram showing a LQdecay is shown inﬁgure 1. The couplings are determined
by two free parameters of themodel: the branching ratio into charged leptons, β, and the coupling parameter,λ.
The coupling to a charged lepton and a quark is given by ℓl bl= , the coupling to a neutrino and a quark by
l bl= -n 1 . The pair-production cross section of leptoquarks in pp collisions is largely insensitive to the
coupling values, since the basic processes of LQpair-production are gluon fusion and quark–antiquark
annihilation. Example LOdiagrams are shown inﬁgure 2. At a centre-of-mass energy of =s 13TeV, gluon
fusion is the dominant process. For LQmasses (mLQ) up to a few hundredGeV, it contributes up to 95%of the
total cross section. AbovemLQ = 1.5 TeV, the contribution fromquark–antiquark annihilation amounts to
about 30% [9]. Therefore, the parameter of interest— apart from the LQmass— is the branching ratioβ.
The signal benchmarkmodel for LQproduction used in this analysis is theminimal Buchmüller–Rückl–
Wylermodel (mBRW) [10]. In this approach a number of constraints are imposed on the LQproperties. Lepton
number and baryon number are separately conserved to prevent fast proton decay. The LQ couplings are also
considered to be purely chiral. Furthermore, it is assumed that LQs belong to three generations (ﬁrst, second and
third)which interact only with lepton–quark pairs within the same generation.With this assumption, lepton-
ﬂavour violation is suppressed.However, in amore generic picture of leptoquarks, a LQmay couple to a quark
and a lepton belonging to different generations [11]. Although the results of this searchwere not explicitly
interpreted in this type ofmodel, the event selections usedwere designed to retain sensitivity to leptoquark
models inwhich decays into ﬁrst or second generation leptons and bottom-quarks (b) are possible.
Previous searches for pair-produced LQshave been performedby theATLAS andCMScollaborations [12–
24] at s =7 and 8 TeV. The existence of scalar LQswithmasses up to 1050 and 1000 GeV (for b = 1) forﬁrst-
Figure 1. Feynman diagram showing the Yukawa coupling ℓl bl= between a leptoquark, a lepton (ℓ) and a quark (q).
Figure 2.Dominant leading-order Feynman diagrams for the pair production of scalar leptoquarks fromgluon fusion and
quark–antiquark annihilation.
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and second-generation scalar LQs, respectively, is excluded at 95%conﬁdence level (CL) byATLAS [20] in a study
performed at s=8 TeVusing 20 f b−1 of integrated luminosity. TheCMSexperiment similarly excludedﬁrst-
and second-generation scalar leptoquarks up tomasses of 1010 GeVand 1080 GeV (for b = 1), respectively [21].
In this paper, searches for the pair-production of leptoquarks of the ﬁrst (LQ1) and second (LQ2)
generations, based on events containing exactly two electrons ormuons and at least two jets (denoted by eejj and
mmjj , respectively), are reported. In order to keep the search as inclusive as possible, it was not required that the
charges of the two leptons in an eventmust be opposite. Similarly, no selections on the jetﬂavourwere
introduced so as not to exclude possible  ebLQ and m bLQ decays.
2. TheATLAS detector
TheATLAS experiment [25] is amulti-purpose detector with a forward-backward symmetric cylindrical
geometry and nearly 4π coverage in solid angle225. The threemajor sub-components of ATLAS are the tracking
detector, the calorimeter and themuon spectrometer (MS). Charged-particle tracks and vertices are
reconstructed by the inner detector (ID) tracking system, comprising silicon pixel (including the newly installed
innermost pixel layer), andmicrostrip detectors covering the pseudorapidity range ∣ ∣h <2.5, and a straw tube
tracker that covers ∣ ∣h <2.0. The ID is immersed in a homogeneous 2 Tmagnetic ﬁeld provided by a solenoid.
Electron, photon, jet and τ lepton energies aremeasuredwith sampling calorimeters. TheATLAS calorimeter
system covers a pseudorapidity range of ∣ ∣h <4.9.Within the region ∣ ∣h <3.2, electromagnetic calorimetry is
provided by barrel and endcap high-granularity lead/liquid argon (LAr) calorimeters, with an additional thin
LAr presampler covering ∣ ∣h <1.8, to correct for energy loss inmaterial upstreamof the calorimeters. Hadronic
calorimetry is provided by a steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter, segmented into three barrel structures within
∣ ∣h <1.7, and two copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters. The forward region (3.1< ∣ ∣h <4.9) is
instrumented by a LAr calorimeter with copper (electromagnetic) and tungsten (hadronic) absorbers.
Surrounding the calorimeters is aMSwith superconducting air-core toroids, providing bending powers of 3 Tm
in the barrel and 6 Tm in the endcaps. TheMS includes a systemof precision tracking chambers providing
coverage over ∣ ∣h <2.7. Three stations of precision tracking chambers are used tomeasure the curvature of
tracks. TheMS also contains detectors with triggering capabilities over ∣ ∣h <2.4 to provide fastmuon
identiﬁcation andmomentummeasurements.
TheATLAS two-level trigger system is used to select events considered in this paper. Theﬁrst-level trigger is
hardware-basedwhile the second, high-level trigger is implemented in software and employs algorithms similar
to those used ofﬂine in the full event reconstruction.
3. Signal and background simulations
The PYTHIA 8.160 [26]MonteCarlo (MC)model, based on leading-order (LO)matrix-element calculations
supplementedwith parton showers, was usedwith theATLASA14 [27] set of tuned parameters (tune) for the
underlying event, together with theNNPDF23LO [28] parton distribution functions (PDFs), to produce
simulated samples of pair-produced ﬁrst- and second-generation scalar LQs. Leptoquarks of the ﬁrst (second)
generation decay to ¯+ -e e uu ( ¯m m+ -cc )ﬁnal states. Samples were produced for LQmasses in the range of
500–1500 GeV. Aswas also done in the previous ATLAS publication [20], the value of the coupling parameterλ
was set to pa´0.01 4 , whereα is theﬁne-structure constant. This value ofλ determines the leptoquark
natural width, which is less than 100MeV and is smaller than the detector resolution for the reconstruction of
leptoquarkmass. It also leads to a LQ lifetime sufﬁciently small such that LQs in themass range considered in
this workwould decay promptly. Next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculations [9] of the cross sections for scalar
leptoquark pair-productionwere used to normalise the signal samples.
The dominant SMbackgrounds arise fromprocesses which can produce a ﬁnal state containing two
reconstructed high transversemomentum (pT) leptons (electrons ormuons) and jets. Simulated samples were
made ofDrell–Yan production ( ℓ ℓ¯ *g  + -qq Z ) and the production of ¯tt , diboson (WW,WZ, andZZ)
and single top-quarks in associationwith aW boson.
Drell–Yan events with associated jets were simulated using the SHERPA 2.1.1 [29] generator.Matrix elements
were calculated for up to two partons atNLO and four partons at LOusing theCOMIX [30] andOPENLOOPS [31]
matrix-element generators andmergedwith the SHERPA parton shower [32] using theME+PS@NLO
225
ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate systemwith its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the
z-axis along the beampipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates
( )fr, are used in the transverse plane,f being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is deﬁned in terms of the polar
angle θ as ( )h q= -ln tan 2 .
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prescription [33]. TheCT10 PDF set [34]was used in conjunctionwith dedicated parton-shower tuning
developed by the authors of SHERPA [32].
For the generation of ¯tt and single top quarks in theWt channel, the POWHEG-BOX v2 generator [35–38]
with theCT10 PDF set in thematrix-element calculations was used. For both processes the parton shower,
fragmentation, and the underlying eventwere simulated using PYTHIA 6.428 [39]with the PERUGIA 2012 tune
[40] and using theCTEQ6L1 PDF set [41]. The top-quarkmasswas set to 172.5 GeV. The EVTGEN v1.2.0
program [42]was used to simulate the bottom and charmhadron decays.
Diboson processes with four charged leptons, three charged leptons+ one neutrino or two charged leptons
and twoneutrinos were simulated using the SHERPA 2.1.1 generator.Matrix elements contain all diagramswith
four electroweak vertices. Theywere calculated for up to one ( ℓ4 , ℓ n+2 2 ) or zero partons ( ℓ n+3 1 ) atNLO
and up to three partons at LOusing theCOMIX andOPENLOOPSmatrix element generators andmergedwith the
SHERPA parton shower using theME+PS@NLOprescription. Diboson processes with one of the bosons
decaying hadronically and the other leptonically were simulated using the same SHERPA version.
All samples of simulated events include the effect ofmultiple proton–proton interactions in the same or
neighbouring bunch crossings (pile-up)whichweremodelled by overlaying simulatedminimum-bias events on
each generated signal and background event. Thesemultiple interactions were simulatedwith the soft QCD
processes of PYTHIA 8.186 [26] using tuneA2 [43] and theMSTW2008LOPDF set [44]. The number of overlaid
events was chosen tomatch the average number of interactions per pp bunch crossing observed in the data as it
evolved throughout the data-taking period (giving an average of 14 interactions per crossing for thewhole data-
taking period). The SMbackground samples were processed through theGEANT4-based detector simulation
[45, 46], while a fast simulation using a parameterisation of the performance of the calorimeters [47] and
GEANT4 for the other parts of the detector was used for the signal samples and some samples used for studies of
systematic uncertainties. The standardATLAS reconstruction software was used for both simulated and
collision data.
Estimates of the cross sections of background processes were taken from the following theoretical
predictions. Single-top productionwas calculated atNLO+next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm (NNLL)
accuracy [48]. Estimates of Drell–Yan and ¯tt production cross sections atNLO [29] andNLO+NNLO [49]
accuracy, respectively, were used.
4. Physics object deﬁnition
The electron energy wasmeasured using its associated cluster of electromagnetic-calorimeter cells with
signiﬁcant energy deposits, whereas the directionwas determined by the track associatedwith this cluster. To
identify and select electrons, requirements were placed on the shape of the cluster, on the quality of the
associated track, and on the degree ofmatching between the track and cluster. Electron candidatesmust have
transverse energy ET>30GeVand∣ ∣h < 2.47. Electron candidates associatedwith clusters in the transition
region between the barrel and endcap calorimeters (1.37< ∣ ∣h <1.52)were not considered. All electronsmust
be reconstructedwith a cluster-based or a combined cluster- and track-based algorithm [50]. Furthermore, the
impact parameters of the electron track relative to the beam linewere required to satisfy ∣ ∣s <d 5d0 0 and
∣ ∣q <z sin 0.5 mm0 , where d0, sd0 and z0 are the transverse impact parameter, its uncertainty, and the
longitudinal impact parameter, respectively. In addition, electron isolation requirements were imposed on the
summed transversemomentumof tracks (transverse energy of clusters) in a cone around the electron track
(cluster barycentre). The radius of the cone around the track isD =R p10 GeV T for >p 50 GeVT and 0.2
otherwise226. For the cluster isolation, aﬁxed cone radius size of 0.2 is used. The efﬁciency of these isolation
criteria is higher than 99%.The reconstruction efﬁciency is higher than 98% inmost regions of transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity. The identiﬁcation efﬁciency varies between 75%and 92%, rising as a function
of ET [51]. All of these efﬁciencies refer to the efﬁciency for a single electron, independent of the speciﬁc event
topology.
Muon tracks were reconstructed independently in the ID and theMS. Thesemuon trackswere required to
have aminimumnumber of associated hits in each system and to satisfy geometrical andmomentummatching
criteria. The two tracks were then used as input to a combined ﬁt which takes into account the energy loss in the
calorimeter andmultiple-scattering effects [52]. To improvemomentum resolution and ensure a reliable
measurement at very highmomenta,muon tracks were required to have at least three hits in each of the three
precision chambers in theMS. Tracks which traverse precision chambers with poor alignment were rejected.
Finally,measurements of charge overmomentum, performed independently in the ID andMS, were required to
agreewithin seven standard deviations of the sum in quadrature of the uncertainties in the corresponding ID
226
Here, ( ) ( )h fD = D + DR 2 2 is a cone deﬁned by differences in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle. pT is given inGeV.
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andMSmeasurements.Muon candidates were required to have pT>40 GeV and ∣ ∣h <2.5. Those falling in the
overlap region of theMSbarrel and endcap ( ∣ ∣h< <1.01 1.10)were rejected due to the potential
pTmismeasurement resulting from relative barrel-endcapmisalignment.Muon candidates were required to
fulﬁl ∣ ∣sd d0 0 <3 and ∣ ∣qz sin0 <0.5mm. In order to reduce the background from light- and heavy-hadron
decays within jets,muonswere required to fulﬁl isolation requirements. The track-based isolation variable used
is the sumof the transversemomenta of the tracks in a cone around themuon of sizeD =R 10 GeV/ mpT ,
excluding themuon itself andwith mpT inGeV. The isolation efﬁciency is greater than 99%. The efﬁciency for
reconstructing and identifyingmuons using the criteria described above is typically greater than 80% for the
transversemomentum and pseudorapidity selections used in this work [53]. As for electrons, these efﬁciencies
refer to single objects.
The anti-kt algorithm [54]with a radius parameterR=0.4was used to reconstruct jets fromenergy clusters in
the calorimeter [55]. Jet calibration is performedusing energy- and η-dependent correction factors derived from
simulations togetherwith further corrections from in situmeasurements. The jets used in thisworkmust satisfy
pT>50 GeV and ∣ ∣h <2.8. Further selectionswere applied to ensure that all jets considered arewellmeasured [56].
A description of the jet energy scale (JES)measurement and its associated systematic uncertainties can be found in
[57]. Jet-ﬂavour tagging techniqueswere not used in this paper and, as a consequence, good sensitivitywas
maintained for LQdecays into a lepton plus any quarkﬂavourbarring the topquark.
Ambiguities in the object identiﬁcation during reconstruction, i.e. when a reconstructed objectmatched
multiple object identiﬁcation hypotheses (electron,muon, jet), were resolved in the followingway. First,
electronswere removed if they shared their trackwith amuon. In a second step, ambiguities between electrons
and jets were removed; if the two objects hadD <R 0.2 the jet was rejected; if < D <R0.2 0.4 the electronwas
rejected. Finally,muon-jet ambiguities were resolved as follows: if themuon and jet were closer thanD =R 0.4
the jet was rejected if it has less than three tracks, otherwise themuonwas rejected. For the deﬁnition of signal
and control regions (see section 6) only objects remaining after this procedure were considered.
5.Dataset and event selection
Proton–proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of s=13 TeV, collected by theATLAS detector at the
LHCduring 2015, were used. After applying data quality criteria, the dataset corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 3.2 f b−1.
Events considered in the searchwere selected by the ATLAS two-level trigger system [58]. In the eejj channel,
a two-electron trigger was usedwith an ET threshold of 17GeV for each electron. The mmjj search used events
selected by either of two single-muon triggers. Theﬁrst trigger has amuon pT threshold of 26 GeV and
additional requirements on its properties. In particular, it requires themuon to be isolated, which leads to a loss
in efﬁciency at high pT. To retain a high trigger efﬁciency in the region of high pT, the second trigger, which has a
pT threshold of 50 GeVbut no additional requirements, was used. The trigger efﬁciencies for the eejj and mmjj
searches exceed 90% for the object kinematics considered in this analysis.
Multiplepp interactions during bunch crossings lead to events containing a number of reconstructed vertices.
The primary vertex of the event is deﬁned as that vertexwith the largest sumof squared transversemomenta of its
associated tracks. Eventswhich contain a primary vertexwith at least twoassociated tracks satisfying
>pT,track 0.4 GeVwere selected. Furthermore,MCeventswere given a per-eventweight to correct for differences
in the distributionof the averagenumber ofpp interactions per bunch crossing betweendata and simulation.
Only events with exactly two charged leptons and at least two jets were considered for this analysis. Scale
factors were applied as event weights to correct theMCdescription of lepton trigger, reconstruction,
identiﬁcation, isolation and impact-parameter cut efﬁciencies. A description of the derivation of the scale
factors, obtained by comparing data andMCpredictions in dedicated studies, can be found in [50, 59].
6. Analysis strategy: signal, control and validation regions
The analysis presented here used signal (SR), control (CR) and validation (VR) regions to optimise signal
signiﬁcance and to constrain the normalisation of themain background sources. The latter areDrell–Yan events
containing *g m m + - + -Z e e , +jets processes (hereafter termedDY+jets) and ¯tt events inwhich both top
quarks decay leptonically. The signal, control and validation regionswere deﬁned using the following
discriminating observables:
• The dilepton invariantmass: ℓℓm .
• The scalar sum ST of the transversemomentumof the two leptons and of the two leading jets.
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• Theminimum invariantmass of the two lepton–jet pairs in an event,mLQ
min . The lepton–jet pairs were chosen
such that the invariantmass difference between themwas smallest. The lowermass of the two combinations
was chosen as the discriminating variable following dedicated sensitivity studies.
The signal regionwas deﬁned by requiring ℓℓ >m 130 GeV and ST>600 GeV. The cut on ℓℓm was chosen
to reduce theDY+jets background. The cut on ST was optimised bymaximising the discovery signiﬁcance [60]
for LQswithmasses between 500 and 1500 GeV, i.e. by performing a likelihood ﬁt (described inmore detail at
the end of this section)using themLQ
min distribution deﬁned above for ST values between 0 and 3 TeV in steps of
100 GeV. This study showed that there is little dependence of the optimised ST value on the LQmasswhen using
the shape information of themass spectrum. It was conﬁrmed that the approach used in previous results, i.e. a
cut-and-count analysis in several signal regions deﬁned by varying cuts on the three variablesmentioned above,
does not give better sensitivity.
The signal selection efﬁciency is deﬁned as the fraction of all simulated signal events, generated across the full
phase space, that survive the trigger and the ﬁnal SR selection. For leptoquarks of the ﬁrst (second) generation,
the overall selection efﬁciency rises from around 62% to 71% (38% to 43%) as themass increases from500 to
1500 GeV. The lower efﬁciency for second-generation leptoquarks is due to themuon track requirements,
which demand hits in threeMS stations, andwhich are needed to give an optimalmomentum resolution at high
pT for this analysis.
Three non-overlapping control regionswithnegligible signal contaminationwere deﬁned.Differences in the
predicted andobserved event yields in these regionswere used to evaluate scale factorswhichwere used to
normalise theMCpredictions for the ¯tt andDY+jets backgrounds in the SRs. The twoDY+jetsCRs— one for the
eejj andone for the mmjj channel—were deﬁnedby requiring at least two jets and exactly two same-ﬂavour leptons
with a dilepton invariantmass restricted to awindowaround theZbosonmass: ℓℓ< <m70 110 GeV. The ¯tt
control region requires at least two jets, exactly onemuon andexactly one electron: these eventswere selectedwith
the same single-muon triggers as described in section 5. This control region is common toboth channels.
Validation regionswere used to verify that data andMCpredictions agree in a phase space close to the signal
regions, but still with a negligible signal contamination. This was achieved by applying the same selection as for
the signal region, but inverting the cut on ST, i.e. allowing only values below 600 GeV. The requirements for the
various regions are collected in table 1.
For the statistical analysis, a proﬁle-likelihood ﬁt of signal plus background templates to the data was
performed using theHistFitter package [61]. Systematic uncertainties, which are discussed in section 8, were
incorporated into the likelihood as constrained nuisance parameters. Theﬁt was performed in theCRs and the
SR simultaneously andwas used to extract normalisation factors, i.e. scaling corrections to the event yields
predicted by theoretical cross-section calculations, described in section 3. In theCRs, only the event yieldwas
used to extract the dominant background ( ¯tt andDY+jets)normalisation factors. In the SR, both the
normalisation and the shape ofmLQ
min distributionwere used in the ﬁt to extract the signal normalisation factor.
The templates of themLQ
min shape consisted of ten bins: six bins of 100 GeVwidth from0 to 600 GeV and four
bins of 200 GeVwidth that cover the range up to 1.4 TeV. The template for the signal was derived fromMC
predictions. For the background templates,MCpredictions aswell as data-driven techniques were used, as
detailed in the following section.
7. Background estimation
Normalisation factors for theMCpredictions of the twomain SMbackgrounds (DY+jets and ¯tt )were estimated
with aﬁt to the data, as described in section 6. In total, four normalisation factors were calculated: one each for ¯tt
andDY+jets events in both the electron andmuon channels.
Table 1.Deﬁnition of control, signal and validation regions. In all regions, at least
two jets were required.
Region Channel #e #μ ℓℓm (GeV) ST (GeV)
¯tt CR Both 1 1 — —
DY+jets CR eejj 2 0 [ ]70, 110 —
mmjj 0 2
SR eejj 2 0 >130 >600
mmjj 0 2
VR eejj 2 0 >130 <600
mmjj 0 2
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Smaller background contributions arise from the production of a single top quark in theWt channel,
diboson events and ttZ +jets events. Thesewere estimated purely from simulation, i.e. their normalisation
was not a free parameter in the combined ﬁt.
Misidentiﬁed or non-prompt leptons originating fromhadron decays or photon conversions can arise in
multi-jet events, single top production in the s- or t-channel,W+jets and ¯tt events (with at least one top quark
decaying hadronically). This fake-lepton background is negligible in the mmjjchannel. In the eejjchannel it was
evaluated using the same data-drivenmethod as in [62]. Thismethodwas used to evaluate themigration of
events among four different data samples: the nominal SR and three analogous samples selectedwithmodiﬁed
electron selection criteria. Themigration between different regions can be described by amatrix, the elements of
which are functions of the proportions of true and fake electrons. As a simpliﬁcation of [62], the fake and real
rates were evaluated as a function of pT only, since theywere observed to be independent of ηwithin the required
accuracy. Theywere considered to be the same for all electron candidates in an event. The fake background
estimation suffers from low statistical precision. Its statistical uncertainty was treated as one source of the
systematic uncertainty in the total backgroundmodelling.
Figure 3 shows the dilepton invariantmass for pairs of electrons (a) andmuons (b) in events containing
exactly two reconstructed same-ﬂavour leptons and at least two reconstructed jets, following the selections given
in section 5. This selection stage is also referred to as preselection. The predictions of various background
sources are comparedwith the data. The hatched bands show the total systematic uncertainty in the background
prediction.Within the uncertainties, agreement between data and simulation is observed. Normalisation factors
for theMCpredictions forDY+jets and ¯tt events are not applied in the plot.
Figure 4 shows the spectrumof theminimum reconstructed lepton–jetmass in the ¯tt control region before
theﬁt.Within uncertainties, the data andMCdistributions are consistent.
8. Sources of systematic uncertainties
The following sources of systematic uncertainty were considered:
• The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 5%. It was derived following amethodology similar to that
detailed in [63], from a calibration of the luminosity scale using x–y beam-separation scans performed in
August 2015. This uncertainty affects the predicted signal event yield and those background rates for which
theoretical estimates are used.
• The JES uncertainty depends on the pTand η of the jet and on the pile-up conditions in an event. A further
uncertainty in the jet energy resolutionwas taken into account. These sources each correspond to
uncertainties in the jet energy of up to 3%. The largest resulting uncertainty in the background event yields is
Figure 3.Dilepton invariantmass for pairs of (a) electrons and (b)muons in events containing exactly two reconstructed same-ﬂavour
leptons and at least two reconstructed jets. Data are compared to the background prediction. TheDY+jets and ¯tt expectations are
shownwithout the normalisation factors from theﬁt described in section 6. The hatched bands show the total systematic uncertainty
in the background prediction.
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about 10% in the control regions. In the signal region, the uncertainty in the event yields amounts to atmost
5% for the background and less than 1% for the signal.
• The uncertainty in the lepton trigger efﬁciency scale factors is around 2% for the kinematic region
considered here.
• Differences between theMCand data in the efﬁciency of the isolation requirement on the selectedmuons
correspond to uncertainties of 1%–5%on the scale factor to correct theMCprediction. Othermuon-related
uncertainties arise from themomentum scale, resolution, and quality criteria and typically affect themuon
event yields by around 1% in all regions for both signal and background.
• Uncertainties in the electron energy scale, identiﬁcation and isolation affect the electron event yields by up to
2% in all regions for both signal and background.
• Uncertainties due to choices that have to bemade in the event generationwhich affectﬁnal-state observables
were estimated for the twomajor background sources: ¯tt andDY+jets. Thesemodelling uncertainties refer to
e.g. possible differences in the generation of the hard scattering, scale dependencies, the parton shower and
hadronisation and fragmentationmodels. Differences in the backgroundmodelling can change the event
yields (total normalisation) in theCRs.Moreover, there is an uncertainty in the shape of themLQ
min distribution
in the signal region due to backgroundmodelling effects. This was estimated as one uncertainty permLQ
min -bin
in the signal region and propagated to the normalisation factor by theﬁt. The uncertainties were treated as
uncorrelated between different bins.
The impact ofmodelling uncertainties inﬁnal-state predictions for ¯tt processes was quantiﬁed by comparing
various simulated samples: differences due to the parton shower aswell as the hadronisation and
fragmentationmodel were estimated by comparing the nominal sample to one that usesHERWIG++ [64],
effects of additional or reduced radiationwere estimated by varying the parton-shower and scale parameters
within PYTHIA, and an alternative generator (AMC@NLO [65]withHERWIG++)was used to estimate
differences in the hard scatter generation. The total uncertainty in the predicted ¯tt event yield varies between
14% (in the ¯tt CR) to about 30% (in the signal regions).
Modelling uncertainties for theDY+jets backgroundwere assessedwith different approaches, simulation-
based, as well as data-driven in different regions of phase space. The baseline estimate used events from theDY
+jets control regionwith ST higher than 600 GeV. In this region, the shapes of both themLQ
min and ST
distributions are very similar to those in the signal region, which differs only by the cut on the dilepton
invariantmass. This cutwas found to not affect the shapes of the other discriminating variables. The difference
between the data and the background prediction in this regionwas used as an estimate of themodelling
uncertainty.
The result was cross-checked using simulated samples inwhich the renormalisation, factorisation and
resummation scales, as well as the scale formatrix element and parton showermatching, were independently
varied up and downby a factor of two.Within the statistical uncertainties resulting from the limited number
Figure 4.Minimum reconstructed lepton–jet invariantmass in the ¯tt control region.Data are compared to the background
prediction. The ¯tt prediction is shownwithout the normalisation factor from theﬁt described in section 6. The hatched bands show
the total systematic uncertainty in the background prediction.
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of events in these samples, the estimate from the data-driven approachwas conﬁrmed. The result is a 10%
uncertainty in theDY+jets event yield in the control regions and 20% in eachmLQ
min bin in the signal region.
• PDFuncertainties on the ¯tt andDY+jets normalisation as well as themLQmin shape amount to less than 4%and
do not affect theﬁnal result given the largemodelling uncertainties described above.
• The effects of higher-order contributions on the signal cross sectionwere estimated by varying theQCD
renormalisation and factorisation scales, set to a common value, up and down by a factor of two, as done in
[9]. One half of the difference between the predicted cross section for the increased and reduced scale choice is
used as the cross section uncertainty for a givenmass. This uncertainty lies in the the range 12%–17% for the
mass points considered in this paper.
• The impact of theoretical uncertainties related to the parton-shower algorithm andmultiple-interactions tune
were evaluated by varying the corresponding parameters, as speciﬁed in [66]. This leads to an uncertainty in
signal acceptance of up to 2%.
• The uncertainty in the signal cross section due to the choice of PDF set was calculated as the envelope of the
predictions of 40 different CTEQ6.6NLOerror sets [9]. The uncertainty ranges from11%atmLQ=500 GeV
to 34%atmLQ=1500 GeV. The predicted signal acceptancewas studied usingNNPDF23LO [28], CT14 [67]
andMMHT14 [68]PDF sets. The acceptance is very insensitive to the choice of parton distribution function;
the systematic uncertainty from this source is less than 1%.
9. Results
The results are consistent with SMexpectations. The normalisation factors obtained in the ﬁt described in
section 6 are summarised in table 2. Similar results are obtained in the two channels and the normalisation
factors are found to be compatible with unity within the uncertainties. The reliability of extrapolating the
background predictions from the control regions to the signal regionwas checked in theVRs deﬁned in
section 6. The distribution ofmLQ
min in the two validation regions is compared to the background prediction after
theﬁt inﬁgure 5.Within the uncertainties, the predictions are compatible with the observed data.
Table 2.Normalisation factors for the
main backgrounds obtained from the
combined ﬁt in each of the channels.
Channel DY+jets ¯tt
eejj 0.9±0.1 1.0±0.1
mmjj 0.9±0.1 -+1.0 0.10.2
Figure 5.Minimum reconstructed lepton–jet invariantmass in the validation regions for pairs of (a) electrons and (b)muons. Data are
compared to the background prediction. TheDY+jets and ¯tt expectations are scaled by the normalisation factors obtained from the
ﬁt described in section 6. The hatched bands show the total systematic uncertainty in the background prediction.
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The observed and expected event yields in the signal regions for the eejj and the mmjj channels, after the ﬁts,
are shown in tables 3 and 4, respectively. The values in these tables are intended to illustrate the sensitivity
independent of a speciﬁc signal hypothesis and thus, in this case, the ﬁt was performed using only the control
regions as input. The resulting ﬁt parameters (DY+jets and ¯tt normalisation factors and values of the nuisance
parameters)were transferred to the signal region, using appropriate transfer factors based on theMCmodels.
The different contributions to the background do not necessarily exactly sum to the total quoted number of
background events owing to the rounding scheme used. The dominant experimental systematic uncertainties in
the background prediction arise fromuncertainties on corrections to the simulated electron andmuon trigger
efﬁciencies and the JES; the latter source gives an uncertainty of 2%–4% in the signal region. The luminosity
uncertainty of 5% contributes for simulated backgrounds not constrained by the ﬁt (diboson and single-top
production). The theoretical uncertainties after the ﬁt range from3% to 12% for theDY+jets background and
from3% to 16% for the ¯tt background. The globalﬁt takes correlations of the nuisance parameters into account,
which results in the uncertainty in the total background being smaller than the quadratic sumof the
uncertainties in the separate components. The contribution of tt +Z jets to the background is negligible
and not shown in the tables.
Figure 6 shows the SR distribution ofmLQ
min compared to background predictions based on the combined ﬁt
in theCRs and the SR. The signal prediction for a LQofmass 1.1 TeV is also shown. Thewider signal shape in the
muon channel compared to the electron channel is due theworsening of themuonmomentum resolutionwith
increasingmomentum. Again, no signiﬁcant deviation from the SMpredictionswas observed. Limits on the LQ
Table 3.Observed and predicted event yields in the signal and control regions in the eejj channel.
The background predictionwith its total uncertainty after theﬁt is shown. The ﬁt is performed
using only the control regions as input. The lower part of the table shows the separate contribu-
tions from the different background processes and their total uncertainty after the ﬁt. In addition,
the expected signal event yields for b = 1 and LQmasses of 500, 1000, and 1500 GeV are given.
SR CRDY+jets CR ¯tt
Observed events 279 20328 5194
Total background events 300±30 20300±200 5200±50
FittedDY+jets events 74±7 19100±200 <0.01
Fitted ¯tt events 190±30 1060±10 4840±40
MCpredicted diboson events 12.5±0.6 63±3 115±6
MCpredicted single-top events 20±1 42±2 230±10
Estimated fake-lepton events 9±4 120±10 6±3
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=500 GeV) 1000±100 26±4 <0.01
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=1000 GeV) 13±2 0.03±0.00 <0.01
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=1500 GeV) 0.6±0.1 <0.01 <0.01
Table 4.Observed and predicted event yields in the signal and control regions in the mmjj channel.
The background predictionwith its total uncertainty after theﬁt is shown. The ﬁt is performed
using only the control regions as input. The lower part of the table shows the separate contribu-
tions from the different background processes and their total uncertainty after the ﬁt.Where no
number is given, the contribution is found to be negligible. In addition, the expected signal event
yields for b = 1 and LQmasses of 500, 1000, and 1500 GeV are given.
SR CRDY+jets CR ¯tt
Observed events 188 10233 5194
Fitted background events 200±30 10200±100 5200±70
FittedDY+jets events 56±8 9800±100 9±1
Fitted ¯tt events 120±30 400±20 4840±80
MCpredicted diboson events 8.6±0.6 32±3 115±10
MCpredicted single-top events 12.8±0.9 18±2 230±20
Estimated fake-lepton events — — —
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=500 GeV) 610±40 25±2 3±3
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=1000 GeV) 8.0±0.8 0.08±0.01 0.1±0.1
MCexp. signal events (mLQ=1500 GeV) 0.33±0.06 <0.01 <0.01
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signal strengthwere derived using pseudo-experiments and following amodiﬁed frequentist CLs method [69].
Apart from the luminosity uncertainty (5%), dominant uncertainties in the signal event yields arise from lepton
scale factors and are of the order of 2%–5%at lowmasses and up to 10%at highmasses.
Inﬁgure 7, limits on the cross section times branching ratio are shown on the left, for leptoquarks of theﬁrst
(second) generation in the top (bottom)plot. The expected limit is depicted by the dashed line; the uncertainty
bands result from considering all sources of systematic aswell as statistical uncertainties. The observed limit is
given by the solid line. TheNLOpair-production cross section for b = 1 is shown as a linewith a shaded band
representing the uncertainties. The shaded band around it illustrates the uncertainties in the theoretical
prediction due to PDF and scale uncertainties. The intersection of this linewith the cross-section limits yields the
lower limit on the leptoquarkmass for a value of b = 1. These observed (expected) limits are found to be 1100
(1160 GeV) and 1050 GeV (1040 GeV) forﬁrst- and second-generation LQs, respectively. The observed limit for
each channel is stronger than the previous bound [20] by 50 GeV. The expected limits are improved by 110 GeV
for theﬁrst-generation search and by 40 GeV in the second generation search. The theoretical cross sectionwas
scaled by b2 and then used to obtain the limits on the branching ratio as a function of the LQmass shown on the
right ofﬁgure 7. BelowLQmasses of 650 GeV, the limits onβ are weaker than those obtained at 8 TeV centre-of-
mass energy, which are shown as the dashed–dotted line, owing to themuch lower integrated luminosity
collected in 2015 and the effects of background at lower LQmasses. At highmasses (above 900GeV), however,
the gain in the production cross section at 13 TeV compensates for the smaller luminosity and stronger bounds
than at 8 TeV are obtained. In the intermediatemass region, the results are comparable.Mass limits for various
values ofβ are summarised in table 5.
10. Summary and conclusions
Searches forﬁrst- and second-generation scalar leptoquarks, pair-produced in pp collisions at 13 TeV centre-of-
mass energy, have been performedwith the ATLAS detector at the LHC.An integrated luminosity of 3.2f b−1of
data was used. No signiﬁcant excess above the SMbackground expectationwas observed in either channel. The
results were interpreted in the framework of themBRWmodel.Mass-dependent limits were derived on the pair-
production cross section times the square of the branching ratio (b2) and onβ. For b = 1, the observed
(expected) LQmass limits at 95% CL are 1100 and 1050 GeV (1160 and 1040 GeV) forﬁrst- and second-
generation leptoquarks, respectively. The observed bounds aremore stringent than the previous ATLAS limits
by 50 GeV in each channel. This analysis is the ﬁrst result at 13 TeVusing the Run 2 data collected by the ATLAS
experiment in a programof high precision inclusive searches for resonant signatures involving a lepton and a jet.
Figure 6.Distribution of theminimum reconstructed LQ candidatemass, mLQ
min , in the signal region of (a) the ﬁrst-generation
leptoquark search and (b) the second-generation search. Data are compared to the background prediction. TheDY+jets and ¯tt
expectations are scaled by the normalisation factors obtained from theﬁt described in section 6. The signal expectation for a LQof
mass 1.1 TeV is also shown. The hatched bands show the total systematic uncertainty in the background prediction.
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